Library Acquisitions
Following are a few recent additions to the SCC Library. These and the entire library collection are
available to SCC members. Check the library’s extensive (and growing) catalog by clicking on
Library Resources. For further information and to borrow materials email albrightsp@gmail.com.
Russia in Finland.
The story of Russian stamps and postal stationery used in Finland between
1899 and 1918.
Danish Postal History 18751907.
Four volumes of Danish postal rates, regulations and
rarity information for all types of
domestic and international mail,
i
ncluding an extensive study of the
transition to the Universal Postal
Union.

Norwegian Stamped Revenue Paper, 16571957.
A catalog of Norwegian and DanishNorwegian stamped revenue paper,
including numbered issues, preprinted forms, bills of exchange, and
watermark drawings.

Ferdén: Census of Swedish Mail Until 1940, 4 Vols.
Almost 1,800 pages in four volumes covering inland
mail (vol. 1), mail sent to Europe (vol. 2), mail sent to
overseas destinations (vol. 3), and foreign mail,
postage due, and specialized subjects (vol. 4).
Finland’s Leading Finnish Philatelists and Prominent Finnish Collectors
from Abroad.
A history of Finnish philately, including brief biographies of leading collectors
of Finnish stamps and postal history.

Postal Routes and Censorship to and from North America 194045.
An anthology of 61 Norwegian and Englishtext articles in four sections: post
roads, cover addresses, Little Norway, and various.
List of 1458 Swedish Covers to Foreign Countries Before July 1, 1885.
Nineteen chapters arranged by destination countries with listings of known
prestamp Swedish outward covers before July, 1855.

Classic Finland 18451859, the HandPrinted Oval Design.
Sixtyfour exhibit pages by Gustaf Douglas illustrating Finland’s classic issues
with the oval design from the first postal stationery envelopes to the first adhesive
postage stamps.
Finland Postal Stationery with 1875 Stamp Design.
Goldwinning exhibit by Kauko Aro showing Finnish postal stationery with the
1875 stamp design (through 1898).
Norway, the Aerogram Issues, 19481988.
A oneframe exhibit by John Crowsley on the Norwegian aerogram issues.
Iceland Postal Rates, 18702009, Second Edition.
A new edition updating this subject. Previous editions also are available at the
SCC Library.
Exhibits and Collections.
Copies of several exhibits and collections have been added to the library,
including Faroes Islands Postal History, 17511948; Icelandic Postmarks, 1873
1930; Swedish Postal History & Postage Due Mail; Iceland Numeral Cancels;
and SchleswigHolstein Military Fieldpost.
Postal Service in Finland, 19141918, Parts 1 and 2.
Illustrated catalog listings of censor cachets and manuscript markings on this wartime mail.
The Swedish Postal System in the Seventeenth Century.
A CD anthology of six articles concerning Sweden Post’s historical role in the
context of European society at large.
Greenland’s Address Cards.
Illustrated catalog of distinct types of address cards used
in Greenland and Greenland’s post offices in Denmark.
Norwegian Field Post – In the Broad Sense.
Postmarks from Norwegian field posts, including indices
of field posts in numerical and alphabetical order.
Brevportot i Sverige 17471785 (Letter Rates in Sweden 17471785).
Previous books have examined Swedish letter rates before 1785. This
book presents letter rates between 17471785, a challenging task since
there were no postage notations on letters at that time.
A History of Scandinavian PrePostage Stamp Foreign Mail Before 1868
(a compilation).
A compilation of four CDs that presents thousands of
covers and centuries of prepostage and stampless
Faroe Islands Postal History, 17511948.
An advanced and highly developed Faroe Islands
postal history exhibit published in book form and
including almost all the important Faroese rarities.
Sweden as Forwarding, Address or Transit Destination of Mail.
Stunning presentation of Swedish mail from the premier collection of
Gustaf Douglas.
A Review of the Life of Norway One from 3.1. 1855 to 17.8. 1857.
This exhibit by Warren Grosjean is linked to several other exhibits at the SCC Library linked to
Norway’s first postage stamp.

